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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the pilot vehicle interface of the GBU-38, 500-
pound Joint Direct Attack Munition integration with the B-2A weapon system operated 
by the United Stated Air Force with respect to controls and displays from a human factors 
perspective. This thesis highlights the basic problems associated with software intensive, 
glass cockpit displays in modem combat aircraft using the GBU-38/B-2A integration as a 
case study and gives the conclusions and solutions our test team reached. 
An abbreviated background of the basic workings and displays associated with weapons 
control and delivery is given first with an emphasis on the weapons inventory and top­
level target file formats on the data entry panel, and the multipurpose display unit weapon 
and bay-level pages. Volumes could, and are, written about how to fully operate the 
displays associated with weapons control, and only enough information is given to allow 
the reader to understand the problems discussed in this thesis. 
Next, methods and conditions are discussed on data collection to obtain the results. 
Display adequacy surveys were prepared based on the Air Force Flight Test Center's 
adequacy rating scale and the pilot's workload was evaluated using the Bedford 10-point 
workload scale. 669 individual responses were collected over a seven-month period from 
April 2003 to October 2003. All five adequacy of display evaluation areas were rated 
satisfactory with ratings in the mid 90% range. The workload adequacy evaluation area 
was rated marginal, 60%, due to the number of button pushes and time required to 
complete desired mean point of impact updates. Improvements to decrease the high 
workload are discussed. 
The status of the weapons and weapon control displays are discussed next. Specific 
improvements, such as a two row numbering system for guided stores on the smart bomb 
rack assembly and a new blocked store symbol, both decrease the workload by the pilot 
in employing large numbers of guided weapons. Also, the addition of a small tick mark 
on the weapon coffin symbol on the bay-level weapons display reduces the pilot scan 
time for discovering degraded weapons and increases pilot situational awareness. The 
lack of timing cues for software loading is also discussed, as is the poor internal timing 
capability and absolute measurement ability of humans. 
Finally, the major findings are summarized with supporting examples from the GBU-38 
program. These findings accentuate the need to simplify the modem combat cockpit, 
decrease the processing time of the machine as much as possible and allow the machine 
to take over house keeping chores since the human operator could already be task 
saturated. All designed to allow the human to make mission critical decisions the 
machine cannot make. 
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PREFACE 
The B-2A served as the threshold platform for the GBU-38, i.e. it was the first aircraft in 
the U.S. armed forces to incorporate this new weapon. As a result, new ground was 
broken in the design and integration of the weapon due to the large number of 500-pound 
class munitions the B-2A is able to carry. The B-2 carries 80 GBU-38 munitions in two 
side-by-side weapons bays of 40 weapons each. Within each weapons bay are forward 
and aft carriage racks of 20 munitions each. As with all weapons systems, the challenge 
of adding something new, from a HF standpoint, is integrating the new design into the 
existing displays and conforming to the software Interface Control Document (ICD) for 
the particular design. This thesis focuses on three main areas. 1) The man-machine 
interface and the controlling of large numbers of guided weapons in a timely manner; 2) 
The display of copious amounts of information in a limited amount of space, ( continually 
a challenge in aviation and cockpit design); and, 3) Mission employment considerations 
from a HF perspective. 
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1.0BACKGROUND 
The B-2A is an all-weather, long-range bomber capable of delivering precision or non­
precision munitions. The weapons are controlled, and the associated weapon information 
displayed, via the Mission Management System (MMS). The MMS consists of the 
Stores Management Processors (SMP), which controls the MMS and interfaces with the 
other avionics systems via two Military Standard 1553 multiplex (MUX) busses. The 
SMP also controls the stores MUX bus, which talks to all the other components in the 
weapons delivery system, such as the weapons bay doors, the jettison controls, manual 
weapons release button, weapon interface units (WIU) and the rotary launcher system. 
The SMP interface with other processors via 1553 MUX busses is controlled by the 
Flight/Mission Control Processors (FMCP), which act as communication directors for the 
aircraft. The other processor interactions include the Flight Control Computers (FCC), 
Aircraft/ Avionics Interface Processors (A VIP) and the Display Processor Unit (DPU), 
which displays information to the pilot via a Multiple Display Unit (MDU) [B-2 weapons 
delivery manual, 1]. Control of the SMP is via the Data Entry Panel (DEP), which is the 
primary man-machine interface for all avionics functions of the B-2A. 
1.1 DEP Weapon Inventory Formats 
In 1999, with the delivery of the Block 30 variant of the B-2A, the ICD specified a 
Generic Weapons Interface Software (GWIS) for all current and future weapons 
integrations. This design specification standardized the display ofDEP data entry pages 
for smart weapons on the B-2A. Since all weapons do not use the same settings, data 
entry fields are displayed or blanked, activated, or inactivated by the selection of the type 
of weapons carried via the weapon inventory, WPN INV, selection on the top-level 
weapon page of the DEP. When GWIS was developed the only existing JDAM, or 
guided weapon, available to the B-2A at the time were 2000-pound class JDAMs carried 
on the rotary launcher assembly (RLA), one in each of the B-2A's two weapons bays. 
The B-2A carried a complement of 16 guided stores. Free-fall "dumb" iron, or unguided 
stores, could be carried on the RLA or the Bomb Rack Assemblies (BRA). No smart 
weapons, however, could be carried on the BRA. GWIS was developed with weapons 
carriage in mind, not necessarily with weapons employment as the primary driver. 
Before software version PD3.0, the weapons load out for the BRA was homogenous by 
bay only, and there was no individual weapons control. Figure 1 shows a typical WPN 
INV unguided weapons format for BRA stores on the DEP. After the integration of 
PD3.0 and the GBU-38 with the smart bomb rack assembly (SBRA) the weapons load 
out is homogenous by rack, and each weapon has individual control. Figures 2 and 3 
show a typical WPN INV guided weapons format for SBRA stores. With the 
development of the GBU-38, the B-2A was now capable of carrying, and independently 
targeting, 80 weapons carried on a SBRA. Two problems occurred at the same time, the 
addition of 64 guided weapons on the aircraft and the capability to carry them on racks 
instead of rotary launchers. These presented a considerable challenge to the software 
designers, especially with GWIS imposed by the current ICD. 
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L1 
L2 
L3 
L4 
L5 
Figure 1. Weapon Inventory Top Level Format Pre PD3.0 Software Installed. Unguided 
Stores on the BRA. 
NOTE: On the DEP the bezels on the left side of the display are 
numbered Ll through L5 from top to bottom and labeled Rl 
through R5 on the right of the display from top to bottom. In 
figure 1 above, the left bezels only are labeled for clarity. 
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Figure 2. Weapon Inventory Top Level Format Post PD3.0 Software Installed for SBRA 
Stores. 
NOTE: Individual weapons racks can now be selected. Pressing the bezel 
adjacent to a rack label will take you to the DEP display shown in 
Figure 3. 
3 
Figure 3. Left Aft Rack Column Level Weapon Inventory Format with PD3.0 Software 
Installed for SBRA Stores. 
NOTE: Rl, R2, etc. represent the row number of the weapons in that 
column. The A or P means the store is either away or present. 
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1.2 DEP Weapon File Formats 
In addition to the WPN INV formats, the other primary DEP weapon interface pertinent 
to this thesis is the target file TGT FILE format. The TGT FILE bezel button allows the 
pilot access to the formats used as the primary control of the target attributes. For an 
unguided store, these pages allow the pilot to select functions such as the number of 
weapons to release on a particular target, the release interval between the weapon (which 
determines the stick length, or distance of the bomb train), the aim weapon ( or which 
weapon will actually "hit" the desired mean point of impact (DMPI) and the fuse setting. 
There are three formats, or pages, of information for unguided stores on the DEP. 
Reference figure 4 for unguided top-level TGT FILE format. 
For guided stores, the weapons file formats become considerably more complicated. 
Selecting the top level TGT FILE grants access to three more formats of target file 
information. From the level-two format, the pilot may select the PATTERN bezel, 
which leads to three more formats of information. Or, the pilot may select the DMPI # 
bezel, which leads to three more formats of information and from within the DMPI # 
formats a launch zone, LNCH ZONE, bezel may be selected which leads to two more 
formats of information. All total the pilot may select 11 formats of information for 
guided stores, all presented to the pilot one at a time on a monochromatic, 4" x 4" 
display. The new top-level guided weapon TGT FILE is given in figure 5. More about 
this format is discussed in section 3 .1.1. 
1.3 MDU Weapons Displays 
The primary display to the pilot of weapon status, number of weapons remaining, weapon 
health, weapons bay door status, and which target the pilot is currently prosecuting is 
displayed on two levels of the MDU weapon display. The top page is called the top-level 
weapon page, (or the attack page by operational B-2 pilots) and the second page is called 
the bay-level page. Bay levels are accessed via a bezel push button labeled LBA Y and 
RBA Y to view individual weapons in either the left weapons bay or the right weapons 
bay. Figure 6 shows a typical RLA guided weapon top-level weapon page and figures 7 
and 8 show a typical SBRA top-level weapon and bay-level pages. The MDU display 
was a key enabler to the successful integration of the GBU-38 into the B-2A due to the 
vast amount of information required to be presented on one display. These pages are the 
primary weapons control pages once the weapons have been assigned to a target via the 
DEP. From these MDU pages the weapons are powered, the auto or manual option of 
weapons release is selected, the weapons can be set for jettison, the status of weapons 
remaining is displayed, the weapons bay doors are controlled and the target list updated. 
All the functions listed are accomplished either via pushing the bezel button around the 
edges of the MDU, or by manipulation of the cursor controller and master display cursor 
via residency of the cursor over the symbol with a designation of the cursor controller. 
The cursor controller is a fixed mounted, side-stick, hands on stick and throttle (ROTAS) 
type controller for the right seat pilot (referred to as the mission commander, or MC) and 
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Figure 4. DEP Top- Level Target File format for Unguided Stores. 
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Figure 5. DEP Top-Level Target File format for Guided Stores on the SBRA. 
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Figure 6. MDU RLA Weapon Page. 
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Figure 7. MDU SBRA Top-Level Weapon Page. 
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Figure 8. MDU SBRA Left Bay-Level Display. 
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a HOT AS palm controller with finger and thumb cursor button control for the left seat 
pilot (referred to as the pilot). See figure 9 for the overall layout of the B-2A cockpit and 
presentation of data and information to the pilots. Not all of the controls available to the 
two pilots are visible in figure 9, such as the side-stick cursor controller for the MC or the 
palm controller for the pilot. This figure is to give the reader a sense of the vast amount 
of information available to the pilots and his means of interfacing with the aircraft. The 
MDUs are visible, four per pilot, and the pilot's DEP is visible on the center console. 
Half of the MC's DEP is visible on the right forward panel at the right of figure 9. 
Figure 9. Overall Layout of the B-2A Cockpit and Data Display. 
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2.0 GENERAL METHODS AND CONDITIONS 
The increase from 16 DMPis per target to 80 DMPis per target, 64 additional DMPis, 
represents a 400 percent increase in the amount of guided weapons to be managed. For a 
guided weapon the "DMPI" represents the actual point selected for the weapon to impact. 
Technically it is a DPI, or desired point of impact, not a DMPI, or desired mean point of 
impact. But to keep the nomenclature the same, weaponeers have continued to call the 
impact point of guided stores DMPis. Based on the data entry required on the DEP to 
manage guided weapons, the number of keystrokes had to be controlled. Since each 
target could contain anywhere from one to eighty DMPis, traditional target manipulation 
via the DEP had to be changed, but still fit within the constraints of GWIS. The MDU 
weapons displays likewise had to be modified to accommodate the vast increase of 
information required to be effectively relayed to the pilot on one display. Described 
below is the general evaluation methodology used to gather data for military usability, 
functionality and effectiveness. 
2.1 Adequacy and Workload Evaluation Criteria 
The DEP and MDU were evaluated in the Software Evaluation Lab (SEL) in Palmdale, 
CA and during flight-testing of B-2A Air Vehicle 3 (AV-3) at Edwards AFB, CA. The 
SEL contains a B-2A cockpit display simulator and is used for the evaluation of displays, 
function and integration of software improvements. Two military test pilots and two 
Northrop-Grumman test pilots were used in the evaluations, both in the lab and during 
flight test. Table 1 lists the overall flight time and experience in the B-2A of each pilot. 
The primary technical evaluation system consisted of a two-part questionnaire. One part 
evaluating PVI workload based on the Bedford 10-point rating scale, described in 
appendix A, and the other part based on the Air Force Flight Test Center ( AFFTC) 
6-Point System Adequacy Rating Scale given in table 2. The HF questionnaires 
documented aircrew opinions on the adequacy with which different aspects of the 
interface supported the tasks associated with delivering the weapon. Other categories 
rated included ease of operability, ease of functionality and task workload of various 
functions in employment of the GBU-38. The PVI interface questionnaire is presented in 
appendix B. 
Table 1. B-2A Operator Position and Experience 
Operator Operator Position Total Fli2ht Hours B-2A Flight Hours 
A Northrop-Grumman Pilot -7000 925 
B Northrop-Grumman Pilot -5000 1124 
C Air Force Senior Pilot 2195 353 
D Air Force Senior Pilot 3400 334 
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Table 2. AFFTC 6-Point System Adequacy Rating Scale 
Very Marginally Marginally Very 
Unsatisfactory Unsatisfactory Unsatisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
The operators were given post-flight questionnaires to collect system adequacy ratings, 
workload ratings, and comments regarding the PVI and tasks associated with specific 
system modes of operation. For each GBU-38 mode of operation, a mean system 
adequacy rating and median workload rating were computed to obtain the aircrews' 
opinion of the PVI performance. Standard deviations were also computed to determine 
the level of aircrew agreement or disagreement within specific evaluation areas. 
Typically, a specific aspect of a control or display was satisfactory if the mean rating 
(across subjects) was 4 or higher, marginal if between 2 and 4, and unsatisfactory if 
below 2. The adequacy of a specific or general control or display evaluation area was 
satisfactory if 80 percent of the associated ratings were 4 or higher. The adequacy of a 
specific or general control or display evaluation area was marginal if 60 to 79 percent of 
the associated ratings were 4 or higher. The adequacy of a specific or general control or 
display evaluation area was unsatisfactory if less than 60 percent of the associated ratings 
were 4 or higher. 
As mentioned above, the workload was evaluated using the Bedford 10-point rating scale. 
This workload rating scale elicited subjective estimates of the capacity required to 
accomplish the applicable task and the amount of spare mental capacity remaining to 
accomplish other tasks, if required. Task workload was considered satisfactory if the 
median workload rating was less than or equal to 3.5, marginal if it was greater than 3.5 
and less than 7, and unsatisfactory if it was greater than or equal to 7 as shown in table 3. 
[Marchioli, 2] An overall rating for each evaluation area is given in appendix C. In this 
thesis, only those areas dealing with the PVI between the pilot and the displays, namely 
the DEP and MDU are discussed since they represent the bulk of the discrepancies and 
findings which are of interest to the HF audience or can be discussed due to the 
classification of the other areas of evaluation. 
2.2 Pilot Military Utility Evaluation 
Not only was the PVI evaluated based on the above rating criteria, but also on pilot 
opinion as to the military utility and usability of the design. Some changes were made to 
the fielded design, not because of a rating on a scale, but because of the technical 
expertise of the pilot and his experience during operational use. This stressed the value 
of having the operator in the design loop early enough to effect design changes without 
undue cost. It also reflects favorably on the cooperation between Northrop-Grumman 
and the Air Force for Northrop to make changes based on pilot opinion and knowledge of 
the operational environment. 
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Table 3. Bedford Workload Scale Adequacy Criteria 
Workload Adequacy Rating Lower Limit Rating Upper Limit 
Satisfactory 0.00 3.50 
Marginal 3.51 6.99 
Unsatisfactory 7.00 10.00 
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3.0 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
3.1 DEP Results and Analysis 
Since the basic design of the DEP formats could not be changed, a few shortcuts had to 
be introduced in order to reduce the number of keystrokes required to achieve the desired 
effect on the weapon. In previous designs of the DEP, if you were in a sub-format, one 
had to come all the way out to the top level and then proceed back "down" the stack of 
formats, or pages, of information to get back to the format desired. In order to 
accomplish this you had to select the top-level format from the DEP, then select the 
desired function, then arrow down to the sub-formats, a minimum of three keystrokes. If 
you multiply this over 80 weapons you get 240 keystrokes, each taking, on the average, 2 
seconds. We used an average of2 seconds per keystroke due to the DPU refresh rate of 
0.5 Hz, or once every 2 seconds. While the DPU doesn't process display items for the 
DEP (only the MDU) we used this time across the board based on the average processing 
time required per keystroke. Some keystrokes returned the desired values almost 
immediately, in less than a second, while others required calculations and communication 
across various MUX busses to other processors, which could take up to 5 seconds. Based 
on the average refresh rate and processing time of 2 seconds, 240 keystrokes could add 8 
minutes to complete a task required for each of 80 DMPis. Also, there is an associated 
chance for error caused by the larger number of keystrokes. 
3. 1. 1 Changes to the DEP to Reduce Keystrokes 
In order to alleviate the time required reviewing or changing information on the DEP, a 
RETURN bezel was added at position R4 to each sub-format of the WPN INV formats, 
see figure 3. This served much as the "back" button on an internet browser, allowing the 
pilot to access data in a sub-format and then return to the main format without having to 
return to the top level. Adding this one button to the format reduces up to 160 keystrokes 
and saves approximately 5 minutes and 20 seconds for review of 80 weapons' individual 
parameters on the DEP; thus allowing the pilot to complete a task and move on to the 
next task, or allowing him to multitask, each helping to achieve the optimal workload. 
According to Barry Kantowitz and Patricia Casper the right balance of workload is 
important. An extreme workload will increase the likelihood of human error where as a 
low workload will cause the human to become board, leading to inattention and error 
[Kantowitz and Casper, 3]. In the Air Force bomber force we have adopted a term for 
low workload situations, BILOC, or boredom induced loss of consciousness, commonly 
referred to as micro sleep. 
In addition to the RETURN bezel, two bezels were added to the TGT FILE format one, 
FLINK at R4 and BLINK at IA for forward link and back link respectively. The SMPs 
are capable of processing up to 230 DMPis but can only send16 DMPis across the MUX 
busses to other processors for weapons system integration. Therefore, each target in the 
SMP is created with up to 16 DMPis. This is a limiting factor of the GWIS construct. 
Since the B-2A can now carry 80 independently targeted weapons, a linked target 
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complex (LTC) was created to handle the expanded number of guided weapons now 
available, with each target in the complex having up to 16 DMPis. 
The master target in the LTC is called the Head Link (HUNK), and is the target number 
displayed to the pilot in the target stack on the top-level MDU weapon page. The FLINK 
is the next target in the LTC and the BLINK is the previous target in the LTC. (The 
HLINK has a BLINK of 0.) The LTC is used only for data manipulation as the SMP 
performs pattern management computations on each DMPI in the complex regardless of 
the linked target to which it is assigned. Up to eight targets can be linked into a LTC, 
each target capable of having up to 16 weapons assigned to that particular linked target. 
(For instance, for 80 weapons on one LTC, you could have five linked targets of 16 
DMPis each, or you could have six linked targets, four with 16 DMPis, one with 10 
DMPis and one with six DMPis.) Since each individual target can only have 16 DMPis 
total, building an individual target with less than 16 DMPis allows the pilot the 
opportunity to create DMPis within that particular target. However, the entire LTC will 
only allow 80 weapons, total. So, even though a target may have less than 16 DMPis 
assigned to it, if creating a DMPI in one of the targets of the LTC would cause the 81 st 
DMPI to be created, the SMP will "lock-out" the creation of the 81 st DMPI. In order to 
create a new DMPI in a LTC containing 80 DMPis, one DMPI from one of the linked 
targets must be deleted to make room for the new DMPI. 
Some target file parameters are global for all targets in the LTC. All targets in the LTC 
have the same master latitude, longitude and elevation referenced from the HLINK; 
therefore all DMPis in the complex are referenced North, East and Down (NED) from the 
H LINK target coordinates. All pattern data is the same for the complex and all targets in 
the LTC must be struck with the same weapon. Making a change in any of the global 
parameters in any LTC target changes the global parameters for the entire LTC. 
However, since only 16 DMPis can be passed via the FMCPs to other systems for 
weapons integration, only the DMPis associated with the HLINK can be manipulated by 
the pilot via the GPS Aided Targeting System (GATS), i.e. only those DMPis in the 
HLINK can be adjusted via radar aiming. The addition of the FLINK and BLINK 
buttons allows the pilot to access the weapons formats of each target of the LTC quickly, 
saving 3 bezel pushes per target, or 15 bezel pushes for a 5 target LTC. 
Along with the FLINK and BLINK additions on the target file format one, two labels 
were added, called big TSA and little TSA; reference figure 5. TSA stands for targeted, 
strike and achievable, where targeted stands for number of DMPis for that particular 
target, strike is the number ofDMPis selected for strike on that target and achievable 
shows the computed number ofDMPis the aircraft can strike on that pass. Big TSA, or 
the TSA of the entire LTC is displayed on the left in figure 5 and little TSA, or the TSA 
of that particular linked target appears on the right of the display. The addition of these 
two labels on the top level of target format one allows the pilot to quickly step through 
the linked target complex with 5 bezel pushes (80 DMPis per LTC at 16 DMPis per 
target yields a linked target complex of 5 targets) and get all the TSA information for the 
entire complex without having to reference each target individually via the TGT FILE 
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formats; saving 7 bezel pushes. So far, adding four labels to target file format one have 
deleted 22 bezel pushes, for a time savings of 44 seconds, not counting human processing 
time to absorb the information on each page. Also, by combining big TSA and little TSA 
on one page the pilot does not have to scroll back and forth to remember data from one 
format to the next, which could be important in hour 1 8  of a 35 hour combat sortie. 
3 . 1 .2 Needed Changes to GWIS Software for the DEP 
There are two major constraints imposed by GWIS that still need to be changed in order 
to realize major time saving in viewing data or making changes to weapons parameters. 
The first change deals with viewing the target coordinates of each DMPI. It is common 
pilot technique to review each DMPI coordinate prior to releasing weapons on a target. 
When the B-2A carried only 1 6  guided weapons, this was a relatively quick process, 
requiring 69 bezel pushes, while reviewing coordinates of 80 DMPis requires 345 bezel 
pushes minimum. This takes 1 1 .5 minutes of bezel button pushing to simply review 
coordinates, not counting human processing time or latency due to distraction of the pilot 
by other cockpit tasks. The activation of one bezel, on DMPI format three, allowing the 
pilot to step from one DMPI format three to the next would save 265 bezel pushes and 
almost 9 minutes. An even better design would be for the DMPI coordinates to be 
displayed on an MDU, allowing the viewing of multiple DMPI coordinates at one time, 
therefore further reducing the time required to review or change them. 
The second change is an allowance for global changes to individual DMPI parameters 
within a target or LTC. Each DMPI contains certain attributes that are cockpit selectable. 
These include impact angle, heading plane of the weapon into the target, strike/no-strike 
of a particular DMPI, launch acceptability region (LAR) penetration for release and fuse 
options. These are selected from DMPI format two on the DEP, see figure 1 0. These 
attributes must be set for each DMPI from this page under the GWIS construct. 
Changing one DMPI parameter, say impact angle, for each of 80 DMPis takes 14 
keystrokes for the first DMPI change and 8 keystrokes for each change of the remaining 
79 DMPis in the LTC. That equates to 646 keystrokes and an average of2 1 .5 minutes. 
If more changes are to be made the time required becomes prohibitive. By enacting a 
"global'' change bezel for each target, or L TC, the pilot could drastically reduce the time 
needed to enact changes to each DMPI. This was implemented via the PD3 . 1  software 
upgrade for L TC only. In other words, the pilot can make the changes for the head link 
target, and the changes propagate throughout the LTC to the other linked targets, saving, 
on the average, 20 minutes for a full change of 80 DMPis. 
3.2 MDU Results and Analysis 
The overall best improvements in the software code in implementing GBU-38 and SBRA 
were the upgrades made to the MDU. As described in the background section, weapons 
information is displayed on two pages. The top-level page, called the weapons page, and 
the underlying page accessed by pressing the LBA Y or RBA Y bezels to get more 
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Figure 1 0. DEP DMPI Format Two for Guided Stores. 
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detailed information on the weapons in each weapons bay (reference figures 7 and 8 for a 
review of the MDU displays). 
The MDU presents data to the pilot on a 6" x 6" display using 6 different colors, red, 
orange, cyan, white, yellow and green. Some general rules for color presentation are: red 
is bad, usually a failure; orange is reserved for special use, such as weapons selected for 
jettison; yellow represents malfunctions; white is used for active bezel buttons; cyan is 
used for selection or designation of a weapon by the cursor controller; and green is used 
for a good status, non-active bezel or nominal state of systems on the display. The same 
color scheme and data presentation had to remain the same for the integration of the 
GBU-38 and SBRA since the control laws for display of information could not change. 
The challenge came in the integration of guided stores suspended on racks instead of 
rotary launchers. Therefore the guided stores logic had to be incorporated into a rack 
display. 
3 .2.1 Changes and Results for the Weapons Level Page 
The top-level weapon page is intended to provide a snapshot of the overall status of the 
weapons. Since each weapon on a rack could now be powered on independently an 
improved display had to be developed to show the power status of each weapon, the 
alignment status of the weapon's inertial measurement unit (IMU), any faults which 
would make the weapon unavailable for release, and if the weapon was ready for release. 
Further information about each weapon could be referenced on the bay-level page. Also, 
a new way had to be developed to identify each weapon in a shorthand notation. See 
Appendix D for an explanation of the numbering scheme developed. 
Figure 11 represents the top-level weapon page for SBRA in the 20-carry configuration. 
The upper number represents the number of weapons in the associated column, which are 
off, powering up, in the process of completing alignment, or are unable to be released due 
to failed lower row stores, which block stores on rows above the failed store. The lower 
row represents the number of weapons in any given column that are green "Go" and 
ready for target messages or target assignment. Any change in the weapons state within 
the associated column results in either a decrement or increment in the appropriate 
counter, with blocked stores being calculated using the "Failed Weapon Release" option 
selected for the ranged target. The blocking store can be released armed, unarmed, or 
withheld, all dependent on target rules of engagement. Also, since the BRA was 
designed to carry Mk-82, unguided stores, and the SBRA was simply a modification of a 
BRA, the larger guide fins of the GBU-38 tail kit overlapped as mounted on the SBRA. 
If a weapon on column 2 failed, it not only blocked the weapons above it, but also the 
weapons on column 3 above it, as depicted in figure 12. 
All of this was accomplished by a two-row numbering scheme, which relayed the proper 
information without cluttering the display or diluting the information presented and at the 
same time reduced workload on the pilot. If all is well with the weapons and all weapons 
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Figure 1 1 . MDU SBRA Top-Level Weapon Page In Weapon Power up Configuration. 
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F in Overlap 
Column #- 1 2 3 4 
Figure 12. Overlap of column 3 fins by column 2 fins. 
have been powered on, the pilot will see green 5s across the bottom row of numbers with 
nothing displayed in the top row, as is the case in the left weapons bay in figure 11. 
However, at a glance the pilot can determine that in the right bay, forward rack, column 4 
there is a faulted weapon in row 3, since only two stores are available for release, the rest 
are blocked by the failed weapon. Also, the yellow 3 tells the pilot the stores are blocked 
due to a weapons fault. In the right bay, aft rack, column 2, only 3 weapons are powered. 
The other two weapons are not faulted, rather in align mode and not ready for target 
assignment. Finally, in the right bay, aft rack, column 1, the weapon on row 5 is 
degraded, as is given by the white 1 .  In this instance, due to the target attributes selected 
for target 7001, the degraded weapon is not available for release. For further information 
on the nature of the problem, the pilot selects the RBA Y bezel, which is also yellow due 
to the weapons fault, to access the right bay-level page. 
3.2.2 Changes and Results for the Bay-Level Page 
The bay-level page presents all the information about each weapon and the weapon 
release system. Cursor residency over any weapon gives the status of that weapon in the 
weapon message area as depicted in figure 13. However, the cursor slew rate is relatively 
slow, and a top-level look at the bay-level page should give the pilot an overview of the 
status of the weapons in that bay at a glance. Figure 13 is a bay-level look at the situation 
described above for figure 11. Note the dashed coffin outline of the weapons in RFC4R4 
and RFC4R5. The dashed outline means the stores are blocked from release. They are in 
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Figure 13. MDU SBRA Right Bay-Level Display with Stores Anomalies. 
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a go state and are ready for assignment to a target, as indicated by the green G in the 
middle of the coffin, but they can't be released due to the failed store at RFC4R3. The 
failed weapon is shown as a yellow coffin outline with a yellow slash. For further details 
of why the weapon is failed, cursor residency of the orange display cursor over the 
weapon symbol is required and a text message appears in the weapon message area with 
any one, or a combination, of up to 24 fixed message formats of weapon faults. 
In previous guided stores, the presentation of a green "GO" symbol meant the weapon 
had aligned its IMU and the inside portion of the weapon coffin was used to describe 
what type weapon was in that position in the upper portion and the weapon status in the 
lower portion. (See figure 6.) The weapon load is homogenous to each rack in the 
SBRA configuration, therefore the inside space of the individual weapon coffin symbol 
was available to relay weapon status to the pilot. Also, the weapon coffin symbol on the 
MDU was too small to fit a double symbol and still be able to be read by the pilot. 
Therefore the inside of the weapon coffin was changed to reflect a green A for weapon 
aligning, a green G for a "GO" weapon, or a white D for weapon degraded. (A degraded 
status depends on values set in the target file attributes and the health of the weapon 
IMU.) Table 4 lists the weapon symbols and their meaning. 
Two small changes made a noticeable impact on the situational awareness of the pilot 
with regard to weapons status. The simple addition of the green A and green G now 
allow the pilot to know the true status of the weapon. Previously the longest timeout of 
any weapon when power was applied was for the IMU to align. Therefore the software 
coder simply made the weapon coffin go green "GO" when the IMU finished its 
alignment. Now the IMU aligns in 2 minutes and 30 seconds, while it takes the SMPs 4 
additional minutes to assign the weapon to a target and truly have the weapon in a green 
"GO" state. In two previous weapons with the improved IMU align times incorporated, 
the weapon would go into a green "GO" status and still not be available for release 
without any indication to the pilot, causing confusion [ Cole, 4]. The addition of the green 
A within the weapon coffin once the weapon was aligned, but not assigned target data, 
lets the pilot know why the weapon is not available for release. 
Also, the human internal clock is not very good, especially in stressful situations, such as 
combat. Many combat pilots have experienced time dilation, where everything appears 
to move in slow motion when actually events are transpiring very rapidly. The inability 
of the test pilots to accurately determine the time since weapon power had been applied 
cause the pilots to develop a technique of starting a counter, or stopwatch, when weapon 
power was applied. If the pilot was distracted with other tasks in the cockpit, or forgot to 
start the watch, he would not know how long the weapon actually had until it timed out 
and was ready to release. If powering weapons close to the target the pilot may apply 
power too late and miss the release. Therefore, a weapon "count up" timer was added so 
the pilot had an exact running time since power had been applied to the weapon. Since 
each weapon can be powered individually, the best solution was for the time to be 
displayed on the bay-level page when the display cursor was resident over the weapon 
coffin symbol. 
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Table 4. Weapon Symbols and Their Associated Meanings for SBRA Stores. 
Weapon Symbol Meanin2 
r - Green broken outline, weapon is blocked, or unavailable for release. 
\ ' - �  
0 Green solid outline, weapon power has been applied and no faults have been detected with the weapon. 
White A inside the green weapon coffin symbol. Means the weapon is 
aligning its IMU. 
Green A centered within the weapon coffin symbol; means the weapon 
A 
IMU is aligned but the weapon has not been assigned target data. 
Requires 2 minutes and 30 seconds to align and another 4 minutes 
minimum to receive target data from the SMPs. 
Centered within the weapon coffin symbol. Means the weapon has 
G aligned and has received target information from the SMPs. Weapon 
is ready for release. 
White D inside a white weapon coffin outline. Means the weapon is 
degraded. Based on values set in the weapons file target attribute list. 
Weapon is faulted. Cursor residency will display a fixed format 
message in the weapon message area. 
Yellow outline with a yellow H superimposed inside the weapon 
coffin. Means store is hung due to release malfunction. If on a lower 
row all weapons above that store are blocked and will have dashed 
weapon coffins. 
NOTE: The yellow H inside the yellow weapon coffin symbol is not 
depicted here due to formatting limitations. The H is stroked on 
the MDU display in the same fashion as the other letters in the 
weapon coffin symbols. 
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3.3 Mission Employment Results and Analysis 
3.3. 1 Transfer Alignment Maneuver Required Mission Degrade 
The GBU-38, as with all JDAM munitions, requires the aircraft to maneuver from time to 
time inducing g-forces on the IMU within the weapon. These g-forces cause the IMU to 
stay aligned and allow the weapon to navigate on its own once released from the aircraft. 
The process of maneuvering the aircraft to aid the alignment of the weapon IMU is called 
a transfer alignment maneuver (TAL). During the first few flights of the GBU-38, the 
pilots found that it was difficult to recognize which weapons required a transfer 
alignment maneuver (TAL) because the TAL REQ warning would appear on the top­
level weapon page but the bay-level page would not indicate which of the weapons 
required the T AL. The crew had to search through all weapons, by placing the display 
cursor over a weapon symbol to achieve cursor residency on the weapon coffin symbol. 
The offending weapon was identified via cursor residency and a T AL REQ message 
displayed in the weapon message area, indicating that particular weapon required a T AL. 
The time required to identify which weapon needed a T AL was approximately 20 
seconds. Based on target attributes set in the target file on the DEP, which weapon 
required the T AL would make a difference if a weapon would be designated as blocked, 
or would be released in a degraded condition. The workload involved to determine and 
then mentally manage which weapons could be assigned to which targets was too much 
for the pilot to keep track. Therefore, tick marks were provided on the weapon coffin 
symbols on the bay-level pages to indicate which weapon required a TAL. The tick 
marks appeared when the weapons dropped out of alignment and disappear when the 
weapon was aligned. Refer to figure 13 above, weapon RAC1R5, for an illustration of the 
tick marks. 
The simple addition of the tick marks made mission management much easier, and 
allowed the pilot to recognize, at a glance, why a weapon was shown as degraded, was 
shown as blocked due to withhold criteria, or would be released in a degraded status and 
possibly miss the target. Now the pilot could decide whether he needed to perform a 
T AL maneuver to align the weapon's IMU, no small decision in a Low Observable 
aircraft in a threat environment. 
3.3.2 Mission Impacts Due to Pilot Workload 
Overall, the GBU-38 PVI functional interface was satisfactory. Ninety-seven percent of 
the responses given in the pilot questionnaires were greater than or equal to 4 on the 
AFFTC adequacy rating scale. However, the targeting workload assessment area was 
rated marginal due to six of the areas rated unsatisfactory for an increased workload 
associated with manually creating multiple DMPis under time critical conditions; 
reference appendix C, table Cl . One of the areas rated marginal was for the display 
associated with the classified data erase (CDE). Currently there is no visual confirmation 
to the operator that the data erase actually occurred. The weapons display CDE bezel 
turns white momentarily and the weapons coffin symbols remain green. A green symbol 
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means the weapon is ready for release. After a CDE, this is not the case. The weapons 
are actually in a degraded state since the classified constants, which reside within the 
weapon, have been erased and the weapon is not capable of acquiring GPS satellites to 
aid in guiding itself to the target. The weapon symbols should show the actual status of 
the weapon, which would be a degraded symbol. Without this feedback, the pilot could 
spend valuable time trying to re-execute the command or waste much needed human 
processing time to investigate the misimpression that the weapons are still viable on the 
MDU display while other indicators say the weapons are not available for release. 
No solution has been implemented at this time, but software reports have been delivered 
to Northrop-Grumman to correct the deficiency of no feedback to the pilot of such a 
critical bezel action. The other five marginal ratings in this area were associated with the 
creation of DMPis via GATS and the DEP interaction required to complete the DMPI 
creation and is beyond the scope of this thesis. Further information on the DMPI create 
marginal ratings can be found in AFFTC-TR-03-40 and for further reading on the GAT 
system reference Technical Order 1 B-2A-l .  
Overall, the workload associated with using the GBU-38 weapon system interface was 
marginal; reference appendix C, table C2. Sixty percent of the responses were greater 
than or equal to 4, which were below the eighty percent required for a satisfactory rating. 
Twenty of the 47 individual evaluation areas were rated unsatisfactory and 2 of the 47 
individual evaluation areas were rated marginal. The high workload associated with 
managing 80 DMPis is a function of the shear numbers of DMPis. The current PVI of 
GWIS and DMPI create controls, i.e. the weapon/cursor controller on the B-2A, will not 
allow the workload problem to adequately be dealt with until faster processors are 
installed on the B-2. A batch process (the auto placement of DMPis on a radar map by 
the SMPs) can take up to 10 seconds for 80 DMPis. Every time the pilot makes a DMPI 
placement change on a radar map, it can take up to 10 seconds for the SMP to recalculate 
(batch) the relative relationship between each DMPI and display that to the pilot on a 
radar display. During final aiming on a weapon run 10 seconds is a long time and can be 
the difference between successful weapons employment, or missing the target. 
3.3.3 Mission Impacts Due to Operational Flight Profile Limits 
The SMPs, as do all the processors on the B-2, require an operational flight profile (OFP) 
software program to. tell the processor its basic function. Think of the OFP much as the 
operating system of a PC. The SMPs load what is called the Stores Management 
Operational Flight Profile (SMOFP) for either a RLA configured weapons bay or for a 
SBRA configured weapons bay. Since only one OFP can be resident in the SMPs at any 
given time, the SMPs perform a SMOFP load/check every time a mission is loaded. The 
mission dependent files contain the type of weapons on that particular mission and the 
associated SMOFP required. Loading of the SMOFP requires 9 minutes and 30 seconds 
and can be accomplished manually, via a bezel push, or automatically with a mission 
load, but there is no indication either way to the pilot how long into the SMOFP load 
process you are, or how much longer it will take; reference figure 14 for MDU avionics 
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Figure 14. MDU SMP AVIN Level Three. 
NOTE: The SW AP OFP bezel is for manual swap of the SMOFP. When 
an automatic ( or manual) swap occurs the label IN PROGRESS 
appears below the SWAP OFP label. 
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displays of the SMOFP load page. Even though the label IN PROGRESS appears during 
a SMOFP swap, the pilot has no indication how long into the process it is, the percent 
complete, or if the SMPs are in a continuous loop in the SMOFP load process. If the 
pilot understands that an SMOFP swap is taking place, i.e. from an RLA mission to an 
SBRA mission or vice versa, then he can account for the delay by starting a stopwatch to 
ensure the SMOFP loads in the proper time and indeed has not stalled in the load. Once 
again, the human internal clock is not good for absolute measurements or values, rather 
relational measurements or values [Green, 8]. 
A proposed fix is for the avionics to display either a count up timer of how long it has 
been since the SMOFP load has been in progress, or a count down timer for time 
remaining until load complete. The count down timer is the better option, since the pilot 
does not have to remember the amount of time required for an SMOFP reload or swap. 
He merely has to reference the avionics level III page for the SMP, SMOFP load page, 
and can see the time remaining to load. Another option is the percent load complete, 
much like the load process on a PC. The percent complete, however, would require new 
code, whereas the count up or count down timer code is already in the system and would 
only need to be incorporated into the SMP avionics pages. 
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4.0 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION 
Since the PVI for the B-2A has long been established, the integration of the GBU-38 and 
SBRA into the B-2A had constraints from the outset of the project. The displays had to 
conform to the ICD for the B-2A and also had to conform to existing standards, which 
the pilots were familiar with, in order to reduce training time. No new revelations were 
discovered during this project, but several human factors lessons were proven and were 
evaluated in light of mission impact. 
An apparent lesson was the inability of a human to accurately determine absolute time. 
As is stated in the USAF Test Pilot School curriculum, humans are good at relative 
measurements, but poor at absolute measurements. This truth was evident in the 
requirement of a weapon power on timer for the GBU-38s, and will be added to all 
legacy guides stores in future software builds. It was also reinforced in the needed timer, 
or percent complete, load counter for loading the SMOFP. Just as in a PC, the computer 
lets the operator know what is happening "behind the curtain," so the software in an 
aircraft must let the pilot know what is happening in the processors and provide feedback 
so action can be initiated by the pilot. Armed with that feedback and information the 
pilot can make mission decisions, which could affect survivability of either the pilot and 
his aircraft or troops on the ground. 
The consideration of workload in adding software and/or components to an aircraft is 
critical, especially in an already task saturated environment. While the display layout is 
important, the displays have to convey the right information, at the right time, in a format 
easily recognizable to the pilot in order to be of use. Otherwise they increase the 
workload instead of reducing it. Latency in processors also leads to unnecessary bezel 
button pushes and possibly pilot induced oscillations (PIO) of either displays or of the air 
vehicle itself. The simple addition of small tick marks on the weapon coffin symbols on 
the bay-level display for TAL required contributes significantly to pilot situational 
awareness and reduces the overall workload associated with managing weapon 
availability for a particular target complex. The addition of a broken line weapon coffin 
outline for blocked stores allows the pilot in a glance to know ifhe will have enough 
weapons available to prosecute the next target. And the incorporation of the green A or 
green G within the weapon coffin symbol on the bay-level page allows the pilot to know 
the exact status of his weapons, all which directly contribute to mission decisions by the 
pilot in a compressed time situation. 
Adding a two line format of the weapon status on the top-level MDU weapon page and 
color coding the numbers in the two line format with white, green or yellow allows the 
pilot to maintain an overall perspective of weapons availability and release state while on 
the top-level weapon display. The top-level weapon page is the primary weapons control 
page while prosecuting weapons runs and is therefore the page displayed in the final 
countdown of a weapons run. The simplicity of the two-line format on the top-level 
weapon display contributes to situational awareness and lessens the workload of the pilot. 
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The framework imposed by GWIS on the DEP would have made operations for 80 
DMPis prohibitively slow if not for three minor changes, which had a profound impact. 
The addition of the RETURN bezel at R4 on the DEP WPN INV format greatly reduces 
the amount of time required to review weapons inventories and attributes. The concept 
of a linked target complex, with the bezels FLINK and BLINK allows the pilot to quickly 
make changes to global attributes of the LTC from any target within the complex, which 
propagate throughout the LTC. Also, the pilot can quickly traverse the DEP display of 
the LTC via the FLINK and BLINK bezels. And, the addition ofbig TSA and little TSA 
on format one of the target file, allowing the pilot to know how many DMPis are 
associated with that particular target, all make the job of DMPI control manageable for 
the pilot. 
As with any cockpit design, however, there is considerably more that could be done to 
the weapons displays to enhance information transfer to the pilot or reduce workload. As 
was discussed above, the CDE feature provides no feedback to the pilot about the success 
for failure of that function. While the processor knows it completed the action, the mere 
blinking of the CDE bezel display isn't enough for the pilot to be satisfied that the 
weapons have truly had their "memory erased." Also, following a CDE of the weapons, 
the MDU does not correctly display the status of the weapons. The display of false 
information to the pilot is worse than not displaying any information at all. Now the 
workload of the pilot is increased due to the fact that the correct status of the weapons 
must be determined and the reason for conflicting displays resolved. During a critical 
point in a mission this small feedback loop could mean mission success or failure . 
Finally, since evaluating human performance requires statistical relevance due to the 
wide range of possible responses, the use of surveys and rating scales, both for adequacy 
and workload was reinforced. A statistically relevant number of responses, 669, were 
collected to determine the true adequacy of the displays and functions of the new 
software, integration of the weapon with the existing B-2A displays and functions and 
mission suitability of the integrated weapon system. There are many rating scales in 
existence to evaluate human performance, such as the SWAT model developed by Gary 
Reid of the Air Force Research Lab which uses conjoint measurement to define 
relationships between dimensions of workload; the NASA TLX developed by NASA 
Ames where workload is based on a weighted average of ratings on subscales; the 
Cooper-Harper scale used by the test pilot community to evaluate the response of aircraft 
to given tasks demanded of it by the pilot. But, the Bedford scale is the method used by 
the test community to evaluate cockpit tasks and provided a very good tool with which to 
evaluate the controls and displays associated with the new weapon. The results of all the 
surveys agreed closely with the results discovered in flight test and reported by the test 
pilots. The Bedford scale was not only used on this project, but also on the four other 
projects occurring simultaneously on the B-2A, all with accurate results. 
Overall, the integration of the GBU-38 with the B-2A was a success and adds a new 
dimension in targeting capability for the war fighter. Lessons still must be learned, and 
sometimes relearned, in the design of cockpit displays and controls. And, hopefully, 
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sometimes relearned, in the design of cockpit displays· and controls. And, hopefully, 
through this thesis the reader has gained valuable insight into methods of evaluation and 
solutions to lessen the workload of a pilot, and display information to enhance, not hinder 
his mission. 
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APPENDIX A 
Bedford 10 Point Workload Scale 
I WORKLOAD DESCRIPTION I Rating 
Workload insignificant. 1 
Workload low. 2 
I 
Yes ' Enough spare capacity for all desirable I 3 additional tasks. 
Was workload 
satisfactory 
without No Insufficient spare capacity for easy 
reduction for the attention to additional tasks. 4 
task? Reduced spare capacity. Additional tasks 
cannot be given the desired amount of 5 
, attention. 
Little spare capacity. Level of effort 6 
1, allows little attention to additional tasks. 
Yes 
Very little spare capacity, but maintenance 
Was workload No of effort in the primary task is not in 7 
tolerable for the 
I 
·· question . 
task? , Very high workload with almost no spare i capacity. Difficulty maintaining level of 8 
effort. 
Extremely high workload. No spare 
Yes capacity. Serious doubts as to ability to 9 maintain level of effort. 
Was it possible No to complete the Task abandoned. PILOT /MC unable to task? I 10 apply sufficient effort. 
Figure Al. Bedford Workload Rating Scale 
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APPENDIX B 
Human Factors Aircrew Questionnaire 
HUMAN SYSTEMS 
B-2A GBU-38/B INTEGRATION 
FLIGHT TEST EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE 
Date of flight: _____ _ Mission Identifier: ---------
Name: Rank ----------------- ----
Organization: __________ _ Phone No: ------
Aeronautical Rating: ______ _ TPS Graduate: Yes No 
Total Flight Hours (By Aircraft Types): _____________ _ 
Years Operational Experience/Mission Ready (By Aircraft Type): _____ _ 
B-2 Total Flight Hours (By Crew Position): PILOT ____ MC ___ _ 
Directions:  
1. Using the example System Adequacy Rating scale shown below, please circle the 
rating that describes your opinion of that specific aspect of the B-2A GBU-38/B support 
systems, operations, procedures, displays, or controls. 
Very Marginally Marginally Very 
Unsatisfactory Unsatisfactory Unsatisfactory Satisfactory Sati.,:'cn-""'•, Satisfactory 
1 2 3 4 5 6 II 
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Mission Planning 
Please rate the acceptability of the "Mission Planning " system 's contribution to overall mission 
success. 
Mission Planning Components 
Performance Parameters 
1 .  Fuel consumption accuracy 
Very 
. f: Unsat1s actory 
1 2 
2. Computation of aircraft operating envelope 1 2 
3 .  Weapon input parameters 1 2 
4. Weapon type 1 2 
5 .  Limits 1 2 
Other . . .  
6. Importation of Data ( e.g., PFPS) 1 2 
7.  RFP database accuracy 1 2 
8 .  Report Products (e.g., weapon summary) 1 2 
9. Technical Orders 1 2 
Comments: 
Ground Operations 
Very 
atisfactor , 
3 4 5 6 
3 4 5 6 
3 4 5 6 
3 4 5 6 
3 4 5 6 
3 4 5 6 
3 4 5 6 
3 4 5 6 
3 4 5 6 
Please rate the acceptability of the "Ground Operations " contribution to overall mission success. 
Ground Operations Components 
I Pre-flight 
10 .  Power-Up 
1 1 . Weapon status check 
12 .  Correct mission load 
1 3 .  Weapon mismatch indication 
Comments: 
Very 
Unsatisfactory 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
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3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
Very 
Satisfactory 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Technical Orders 
Please rate the acceptability of the "Technical Orders " contribution to overall mission success. 
Technical Order Components 
1B-2A-34-2-1 (Technical Order) 
14. Completeness/comprehensiveness 
1 5 . Clarity 
16. Supporting Graphics 
I 1B-2A-34-2-1 (Checklist) 
1 7. Completeness/comprehensiveness 
1 8. Clarity 
19. Supporting Graphics 
I Boein� Special Instructions 
20. Completeness/comprehensiveness 
2 1 .  Clarity 
22. Supporting Graphics 
Comments: 
GBU-38/B Alignment Function Test (TIS 941) 
Very 
u . f. nsatls actory 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Very 
s . f. atis actory 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 i 
5 6 
5 6 
Please rate the acceptability of the procedures, displays, controls, and workload associated with 
accomplishing the following components of the "GBU-38/B Alignment Function " task. Please 
provide applicable comments in the space provided for any system adequacy ratings of 4 or less 
or workload ratings greater than 4. 
20° Bank Full S Turn Alignment (941 .02) Very 
Function Task Components Uns · f. atls actory 
23. GBU-38/B Power-on procedures: Procedures 1 
24. Alignment procedures - 20° Bank Full S 1 
Turn: Procedures 
25. Usability of Controls for GBU-38/B: Controls 1 
26. Usability of Controls for Alignment - 20° 1 
Bank Full S Turn: Controls 
27. Display ofGBU-38/B Power Status: Display 1 
28. Display of Alignment status - 20° Bank Full 1 
S Turn: Display 
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2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
Very 
s . f. atis actory 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
29. Workload for Powering on the GBU-
38/B 
Insignificant 
Workload 
1 2 
30. Workload for Alignment - 20° Bank Full 1 2 
S Turn 
Comments: 
3 
3 
20° Bank Half S Turn Alignment (941 .03) Very 
Function Task Components Unsatisfactory 
3 1 .  GBU-38/B Power-on procedures: Procedures 1 
32. Alignment procedures - 20° Bank Half S Turn: 1 
Procedures 
33.  Usability of Controls for GBU-38/B: Controls 1 
34. Usability of Controls for Alignment - 20° 1 
Bank Half S Tum: Controls 
35 .  Display of GBU-38/B Power Status: Display 1 
36. Display of Alignment status - 20° Bank Half S 1 
Turn: Display 
Insignificant 
Workload 
37. Workload for Powering on the GBU- 1 2 3 
38/B 
38. Workload for Alignment - 20° Bank 1 2 3 
Half S Turn 
Comments: 
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4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
5 6 7 
5 6 7 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
5 6 7 
5 6 7 
Unacceptable 
Workload 
8 
8 
9 10  
9 10  
Very 
Satisfactory 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
Unacceptable 
Workload 
8 9 10  
8 9 10 
GBU-38/B Alignment Function Test (TIS 941) cont. 
Please rate the acceptability of the procedures, displays, controls, and workload associated with 
accomplishing the following components of the "GBU-38/B Alignment Function " task. Please 
provide applicable comments in the space provided for any system adequacy ratings of 4 or less 
or workload ratings greater than 4. 
10° Bank Turn Alignment (941 .04) Very 
Function Task Components Un · f: sat1s actory 
39. GBU-38/B Power-on procedures: Procedures 
40. Alignment procedures - 10° Bank Turn: 
Procedures 
4 1 .  Usability of Controls for GBU-38/B: Controls 
42. Usability of Controls for Alignment - 10° Bank 
Turn: Controls 
43 . Display ofGBU-38/B Power Status: Display 
44. Display of Alignment status - 10° Bank Turn: 
Display 
Insignificant 
45 . Workload for Powering on the GBU-
38/B 
46. Workload for Alignment - 10° Bank 
Turn 
Comments: 
Workload 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
3 4 
3 4 
30° Bank Turn Alignment (941.05) 
Function Task Components 
Very 
u . f: nsatis actory 
47. GBU-38/B Power-on procedures: Procedures 
48. Alignment procedures - 30° Bank Turn: 
Procedures 
49. Usability of Controls for GBU-38/B: Controls 
50. Usability of Controls for Alignment - 30° Bank 
Turn: Controls 
5 1 .  Display ofGBU-38/B Power Status: Display 
52. Display of Alignment status - 30° Bank Turn: 
Display 
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1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
5 6 7 8 
5 6 7 8 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
Very 
s . f: atis actory 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
Unacceptable 
Workload 
9 10 
I 
9 10 
Very 
s . f: at1s actor,, 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
5 I 6 
5 6 
53 .  WO'rkload for Powering on the GBU-
38/B 
54. Workload for Alignment - 30° Bank 
Turn 
Comments: 
Insignificant 
Workload 
1 2 
1 2 
GBU-38/B Alignment Function Test (TIS 941) cont. 
3 4 
3 4 
5 6 7 
5 6 I 7 
Unacceptable 
Workload 
8 9 10  
8 9 10 : 
Please rate the acceptability of the procedures, displays, controls, and workload associated with 
accomplishing the following components of the "GBU-38/B Alignment Function " task. Please 
provide applicable comments in the space provided for any system adequacy ratings of 4 or less 
or workload ratings greater than 4. 
10° Banking Full S-Turn Alignment Quality (941.06) Very 
(PEN Mode) Function Task Components U f f: nsa 1s actory 
55 .  GBU-38/B Power-on procedures: Procedures 1 
56. Alignment procedures-10° Banking Full S­ 1 
Turn:Procedures 
57. Usability of Controls for GBU-38/B : Controls 1 
58 .  Usability of Controls for Alignment - 10° 1 
Banking Full S-Tum: Controls 
59. Display of GBU-38/B Power Status: Display 1 
60. Display of Alignment status-10° Banking Full 1 
S-Turn 
Insignificant 
Workload 
6 1 .  Workload for Powering on the GBU-
38/B 
62. Workload for Alignment - 10° Banking 
Full S-Tum 
Comments: 
1 
1 
2 3 
2 3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
5 6 7 
5 6 7 
Very 
s . f: atls actory 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Unacceptable 
Workload 
8 9 10  
I 
8 9 10  
This is a partial survey depicted here. The survey continued on for each TIS point 
covered on the test sortie as required. 
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APPENDIX C 
PVI Evaluation Results for GBU-38 Integration in the B-2A. 
The evaluation area ratings were based on the overall ratings collected from each rating 
area. Most areas were found satisfactory for displays and presentation, but were 
evaluated lower in the workload areas. This was attributed to the shear amount of 
information to manage 80 DMPis and the lack of training materials, procedures and 
techniques, which is the test pilot's job to create. 
Table C 1. Ratings for the PVI Interface Evaluation Areas 
Evaluation Areas Rating 
GBU-38 Alignment Function Flight Test Satisfactory I 
GBU-38 & SBRA Functional Interface Satisfactory Function Flight Test 
GBU-38 & SBRA Sim Mode Function Flight Satisfactory Test 
GBU-38 & SBRA Captive Flight Test Mode Satisfactory (CFTM) Function Test 
GBU-38 & SBRA Demonstration Function Satisfactory Flight Test 
GBU-38 Targeting Flight Test Workload Marginal Assessment Area 
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APPENDIX C (Cont.) 
PVI Evaluation Results for GBU-38 Integration in the B-2A. 
There were a total of 669 data points collected. The summary data table below includes 
the area of evaluation, mean PVI adequacy rating, rating standard deviation, percent of 
ratings greater than or equal to 4 (PVI adequacy data), or ratings less than or equal to 3 
(workload data), number of responses (N), and the overall system adequacy rating. A 
Test Information Sheet (TIS) is a detailed test setup to evaluate a certain item. Each test 
flight contained multiple TISs per sortie and during the evaluation of the PVI the TISs 
were repeated multiple times. 
Table C2. PVI GBU-38 Flight Test Assessment Areas1 
Mean >=4/ 
Mean Standard <=3.5 
Overall Results Ratin2s Dev'n (pct) N Conclusion 
GBU-38/B alignment function fight test (TIS 941 )  4.24 0.64 95 94 Satisfactory 
GBU-38/B and SBRA functional interface function 
flight test (TIS 942) 4.24 0.4 1 97 94 Sa tis factory 
GBU-38/B and SBRA SIM mode function flight test 
(TIS 943) 4.4 1  0.89 98 105 Satisfactory 
GBU-38/B and SBRA captive flight test mode 
(CFTM) function flight test (TIS 944) 4.70 0.33 97 1 1 8 Satisfactory 
GBU-38/B and SBRA demonstration function flight 
test (TIS 961 )  4.7 1 0.53 96 143 Satisfactory 
Workload Assessment 3 .36 0.67 60 1 1 5 Marginal 
1 Findings in this table used with permission from AFFTC-TR-03-40, B-2A GBU-38/B JOINT DIRECT 
A TT ACK MUNITION AND SMART BOMB RACK ASSEMBLY INTEGRATION technical report. 
They represent the overall rating for each evaluation area. Each area also had a breakdown of 
approximately 20 separate evaluation areas, which are not given here, but are available in AFFTC-TR-03-
40. 
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APPENDIX D 
SBRA location of weapons and numbering system for the 20-carry configuration. 
A shorthand notation is used to identify weapon locations when loaded on the SBRAs. 
The weapon location is defined using the SBRA location and the, column and the row. 
To indicate this, a store location may be provided, for example, as RFC1R4. This 
notation indicates the right bay (R), forward rack (F), column number (C) 1, row number 
(R) 4. As another example LAC1R4, would indicate a store in the left bay (L), aft rack 
(A) column number (C) 1, row number (R) 4. Figure Al  provides a representation of the 
column and row numbering convention for both the left and right weapons bays, in the 
20-carry configuration.1 
5 
R 4 
0 
w 3 
s 2 
1 
Left Bay 
1 2 3 4 
Columns 
5 
R 4 
0 
w 3 
s 2 
1 
View is Aft 
Looking Forward 
Right Bay 
1 2 3 
Columns 
Figure D1. SBRA 20-Carriage Weapon Numbering System 
4 
1 Figure and explanation used by permission from AFFTC-TR-03-40, B-2A GBU-38/B JOINT DIRECT 
A TI ACK MUNITION AND SMART BOMB RACK ASSEMBLY INTEGRATION technical report. 
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